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Issue Date Time Duration Show Segment Title Description
sports 07/03/18 15 Morning AMoneyball Our senior sports correspondent LaToya “Moneyball” Smith checks in to 

talk about NBA free agency. We’re only 2 days into this year’s free agency 
and already we’ve seen the stars of the league trade in their old jerseys 
for new ones. Money tells us what it all means for the league.

technology 07/03/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. This morning he bring us news from Google.  The tech giant 
says it doesn't go through your inbox anymore, but it lets other apps do it. 
Though you may know them for their car service, lyft just became 
America’s biggest bike share company. And finally the App of the Week! 
Curie: the healthy way to work. Forget back and neck pain, reduce the risk 
of serious health problems from sitting all day. This app shows you how.

arts 07/05/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Chicago Hip Hop artist Fury recently released her psychedelic and wavy 
Ep, Black Magic. The album is her first recorded with a live band and has 
the talented MC navigating topics such as Black girl magic and Black boy 
joy, the commodification of Black culture, and the idea of karma.

arts 07/06/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior Hip Hop 
correspondent Gabe Mendoza comes to the table with a review of Drake’s 
new album Scorpian. Find out if its fuego, mild sauce, or ketchup.

arts 07/06/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
is in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office. As usual he’ll also talk about new releases and 

community 07/09/18 15 Morning ADan Ryan Shut Down Saturday, hundreds of protestors took over all northbound lanes of traffic 
on Interstate 94, the Dan Ryan Expressway, to protest gun violence in the 
Chicago. The “Dan Ryan Shut Down,” as it was billed, was organized by 
Chicago Strong, a group of students advocating to reduce gun-related 
deaths in the city. WBEZ reporter Michael Puente was at the scene and 
joins the Amp with the details of yesterday’s protest.

social medi 07/09/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Facebook has confirmed a “Your Time on Facebook” feature 
that would show users how much time they spend using the service over 
the last week and the average time spent for the total week. Gulp. 
Recently, details about one of Facebook’s patents surfaced where it 
describes technology that could be used for activating the microphone of a 
user’s device to listen as TV ads are being watched. The viral #PlaneBae 
story is raising some serious questions about how creepy social media 
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arts 07/10/18 15 Morning ASnoop retrospective West Coast entertainer has a career that has spanned more than 2 
decades, multiple album releases, movies and more. The prolific artists 
has never shied away from taking risks especially when it comes to 
shifting his sound away from rap. Now, the born again Christian has a 
gospel record ujder his belt called Bible of Love. To mark the occasion the 
Morning Amp will look back on the illustrious career of Calvin Broadus 

arts 07/10/18 15 Morning ALive From Studio 10 Latin-Soul singer Lester Rey grew up in Chicago’s Humboldt Park and 
began his musical journey playing congas in church. Equally inspired by 
his Puerto-Rican musical heritage – the sounds of Bomba, Rumba, 
Boogaloo and Reggaeton, as well as contemporary influences of Hip Hop, 
Footwork and Trap, Lester has found a unique voice to express himself 
artistically and address global issues like justice, peace and equality. 
We’re excited to welcome the talented artist in our studio to talk about his 
musical journey and his music live. This morning you’ll hear a preview of 

technology 07/10/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. YouTube is adding “authoritative” context to search results 
about conspiracy-prone topics like the Moon landing and the Oklahoma 
City Bombing, as well as putting $25 million toward news outlets 
producing videos. It’s the 10-year anniversary of the App Store! As the 
App Store turns 10, how have apps improved your life?

arts 07/12/18 15 Morning ANew music Akenya is a multi-genre singer, pianist, composer, and arranger. Her 
music places a strong emphasis on jazz and incorporates elements of hip-
hop, funk, pop, classical, and world music. The talented artist has 
collaborated with artists like Chance the Rapper, Smino and Mavis 
Staples. This morning we premier Akenya’s new song Decay.

community 07/12/18 15 Morning ABridges The Marriott Foundation Bridges program helps young adults, with 
disabilities ages 18 to 24, with job placement and retention. Shebtufi 
Kushma of the Marriott Foundation joins the Amp to talk about the 
initiative and their upcoming open house.

social justic07/12/18 45 Morning APeace Council Mario Smith is a media personality and cultural critic discussing issues on 
the intersection of Race, Politics and pop culture. Exavier Pope is host of 
the Suit UP Podcast, a sports legal analyst, and an award winning sports 
and entertainment attorney. Both men make up today’s Peace Council. 
This morning we discuss Trump’s Supreme Court nominee Brett 
Kavanaugh and the impact his appointment may have on civil rights. We’ll 
also talk about a viral video that shows a man verbally harassing a woman 
for wearing a Puerto Rico shirt here in Illinois.
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arts 07/13/18 15 Morning AOye como va Sandra Trevino is the Founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the 
city’s leading resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She drops in 
this morning to let us know what’s happening around town and to 
premiere new music from Budaya and Bumbac Joe.

arts 07/13/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop Vocalo’s very own master of ceremony, our senior Hip Hop correspondent 
Gabe Mendoza comes to the table with a review of Childish Gambino’s 
Summer Pack, a pair of new songs, “Summertime Magic” and “Feels Like 
Summer”. Find out if its fuego, mild sauce or ketchup.

arts 07/13/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office. He’ll also review the new Dwayne Johnson movie, 

community 07/16/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo segment features the voices and people who contribute to our 
city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city known for its it creative 
community of artists, activists and influencers. This month we celebrate 
individuals in Chicago who work to create spaces that keep the city 
festive. Today, you’ll hear from Fernando Nieto Founder & Director of 
Operations at Grass Root Events the entity responsible for The Chicago 
Michelada Fest, My House Music Fest, Pilsen Taco Fest and Dia De La 

community 07/16/18 15 Morning ASilver Room Block Party The Silver Room Block Party draws over 30,000 festival goers each year. 
This year’s theme is entitled ‘Beautiful People’ and the fest takes place on 
Saturday, July 21st in Hyde Park’s Harper Court. Eric Williams and Rob 
McCay are co-curators of the Silver Room Block Party and join the Amp to 
talk about the seminal Chicago festival.

social medi 07/16/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. If you’re single and tired of swiping on photos or browsing 
endless profiles in the hope of the perfect match, a dating app is now 
using an AI algorithm to do the work for you. Match-owned Hinge dating 
app uses ‘stable marriage’ AI algorithm for its matches. Last week, Twitter 
began slashing tens of millions of suspicious accounts from users’ 
followers, after mounting skepticism from advertisers and users about the 
accuracy of the company’s most visible measure of popularity. Snapchat 
may gain a feature that links products to Amazon.
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community 07/17/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo segment features the voices and people who contribute to our 
city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city known for its it creative 
community of artists, activists and influencers. This month we celebrate 
individuals in Chicago who work to create spaces that keep the city 
festive. Today, you’ll hear from Chicago Dj Dave Mata, co-founder of 

art 07/17/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Chicago singer songwriter Brandon Fox has recently released his debut 
album The Remedy. The album is filled with uplifting songs over a Pop 
R&B backdrop. Jesse spoke with Brandon about his new album. Brandon 
also treated us to an acoustic performance

technology 07/17/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Uber’s gender discrimination problems are the focus of a 
federal investigation. Lyft will offer discounts to people who use bikes and 
scooters to connect to transit. And finally, the app of the week: Youper 
helps you feel your best with quick conversations and tools to take control 

arts 07/23/18 15 Morning AP4K This past weekend Team Vocalo was on site at the Pitchfork Music 
Festival in Union Park. Jill Hopkins will break down the highlights from a 
weekend of music that including performances from Chaka Khan, Lauryn 
Hill (yes, she showed up) and others.

arts 07/23/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Detroit underground hip-hop artist Black Milk has a career that has 
spanned more than a decade, several studio albums, and countless well 
received collaborations. His recent album is Fever, his seventh. Jesse 
Menendez spoke with the talented MC and producer about the motivation 
for his eclectic production and his current album.

social medi 07/23/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. It turns out the time wasted on social media could be costing 
us trillions in lost productivity. Is it legal to livestream unsuspecting Uber 
and Lyft passengers? Facebook suspends another data-analytics firm for 
potential policy violations. Yikes!

arts 07/24/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Raphael Saadiq  is an American singer, songwriter, musician, and record 
producer. The seminal artist came to fame with R&B group Tony! Toni! 
Toné! And has also produced songs for such artists as Joss Stone, 
D'Angelo, TLC, En Vogue, Kelis, Mary J. Blige, Whitney Houston, Solange 
Knowles and John Legend. This weekend at The Pitchfork Music Festival 
Jill Hopkins spoke with Saadiq.
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technology 07/24/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 

feminism 07/25/18 15 Morning AGlobal Youth AmbassadorA joint program of Chicago Sister Cities International (CSCI) and the 
University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), the Global Youth Ambassadors 
Leadership Summit is an intensive leadership program in Chicago 
designed to build the next generation of global leaders. Veronica Arreola 
of The Gender and Women’s Studies Program at UIC joins the Amp with 
some of this year’s Global Youth Ambassadors.

arts 07/25/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul. This morning, 
she’s previews tomorrow night’s show which features a deep dive into 
some of Ayana favorite soul artists.

arts 07/25/18 15 Morning AWakanda Forever Wakandacon is where you can be a nerd about anything – pop culture, 
gaming, tech, womanhood, politics, or your own beautiful Blackness. They 
are creating a space for people of all types to come together, educate one 
another, and celebrate their passion. It’s an event where one can dress 
up, dance, connect, support each other, and celebrate the entire diaspora 
looking past the present and into the future. Jill Hopkins spoke with 
Wakandacon founders David Barthwell, Ali Barthwell, and Matt Barthwell 

arts 07/26/18 15 Morning ALOL Dwayne Kennedy is a stand-up Chicago comedian, actor and writer 
whose TV writing credits include The Arsenio Hall Show, The Orlando 
Jones Show, and the critically acclaimed FX/FXX original series, Totally 
Biased with W. Kamau Bell. This weekend, the comedian comes back 
home to Zanies for a run of shows that start on Friday. This morning he’s 

arts 07/26/18 15 Morning ALet’s get fresh The PRESH CollectVe is a group of creative organizers consisting of 
Missy Perkins, Crown B Studios, Paradigm CreatVe Group, and Melloe 
Drama. Phresh CollectVe has been chosen to host Wicker Park Fest Art 
and Music Stage curating live art murals, multiple live performances, ping 
pong activities Dj showcases and more. Missy Perkins and Roe Melloe 
with Phresh CollectVe will be in studio with the AMp.
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social justic07/26/18 45 Morning APeace Council Terrence Chappell is a social justice writer with bylines in Ebony, 
Huffington Post, Advocate, and now Teen Vogue. Jenn Jackson is a PhD 
candidate at UChicago studying race, gender, and sexuality and a 
columnist at Teen Vogue. Both make up today’s Peace Council. We’re 
discussing a new FX series called Pose and an article Terrence wrote for 
Teen Vogue called, "Pose" Takes Place in the 1980s, But Conversations 
About LGBTQ Homelessness and AIDS Are Still So Important. We’re also 
talking Milwaukee Brewers fans cheering their pitcher Josh Hader as his 
old racist, homophobic and misogynistic tweets were uncovered and how 
its even more head scratching compared to how kneeling NFL players 
protesting racial injustice have been treated.

arts 07/27/18 15 Morning AOye como va Sandra Trevino is the Founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the 
city’s leading resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She drops in 
this morning to let us know what’s happening around town and to 
premiere new music.

arts 07/27/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop Recently Chicago Hip Hop star Chance the Rapper dropped 4 new songs 
on the masses. Our senior mic checka Gabe Mendoza lets us know 
whether young Chancelor’s new songs are hot sauce, mild sauce, or 

arts 07/27/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office.  And Matt Fagerholm, Assistant Editor at 
RogerEbert.com and the Publisher of Indie Outlook, joins Reggie for the 
festivities. Both will talk about the new Mission Impossible movie and 

arts 07/30/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview After an impressive debut Ep, Atlanta’s Berhana has spent the last two 
years touring and building his buzz. Jill Hopkins spoke with the talented 
R&B singer at the year’s Pitchfork Music Festival.

social medi 07/30/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Last week, Facebook saw its stock price drop over 20% in 
after-hours trading after it announced its second-quarter earnings on 
Wednesday. Find out why. On Friday, Twitter reported that it was seeing 
less monthly active users than analysts were expecting due to the shutting 
down of millions of fake accounts. Since outspoken Trump supporter 
Roseanne Barr was fired from the ABC show bearing her name, some 
conservatives have been eager to see liberals face similar repercussions.
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community 07/31/18 15 Morning AJob fair Skills for Chicagoland’s Future is a public-private partnership working to 
match businesses that have current, unmet hiring needs with qualified, 
unemployed and underemployed job seekers. Skills looks to create 
demand-driven solutions for employers to get the unemployed and 
underemployed to work. This Friday Skills is hosting The Southwest Side 
Opportunities Fair at the Rauner Family YMCA at 2700 S Western Ave. 
This morning Sherita Ellens, Executive Vice President of Business 
Operations and Communications at Skills for Chicagoland’s Future, joins 

technology 07/31/18 45 Morning ATech talk: Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Twitter is funding college professors to audit its platform for 
toxicity. One menswear CEO in San Francisco wants to take the 
psychology of music a step further and suggest clothing for men based on 
their music preference. And finally, the Product of the Week: Segway's 

arts 08/01/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Anne K. Ream  is an a gender justice advocate and the author of "Lived 
Through This," She’s also the founder of The Voices and Faces Project, 
an award-winning testimonial writing program.  Anne is a passionate fan 
of all things rock 'n roll, and a regular contributor to New City Chicago, 
where she writes about  the intersection between music, gender, and 
social justice. Jill Hopkins spoke with Anne about New City Chicago: 
"Taking back Guyville”. The piece is a curated list of 15 acts and artists to 
check out if you're a feminist music fan. "Taking Back Guyville" will run in 

arts 08/01/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul. This morning, 
she’s previews tomorrow night’s show which features a deep dive into 
some of Ayana’s favorite soul artists like Esther Phillips, Brenda and 
Albert, and the Philadelphia All-STARS

feminism 08/01/18 45 Morning AThe Council of Feminist T Whitney Capps is a leadership and team effectiveness coach. She is a 
freelance post-secondary counselor and an associate with Clearspace, 
LLC and she is the co-creator and host of two podcasts: Art Break and 
Split the Difference. Ashley Tribble is the host of the podcast P Power 
Radio, facilitator for the monthly womyn's panel "Chit Chat" which is 
hosted by the Cliché Collective and she’s a resident artist at AMFM. This 
morning we’re talking about the random murder of Nia Wilson and the call 
for White Feminists to acknowledge her death with social media posts. 
We’ll also talk about the historic amount of women who have expressed 
interest in running for office since the 2016 election.
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arts 08/06/18 15 Morning ALolla After four days in the unforgiving Sun, Jill and Jesse are back from 
Lollapalooza. This morning they’ll unpack their experience and play some 
audio from the fest. This morning you’ll hear Jill’s conversation with 
California Hip Hop artist Wes Period.

social medi 08/06/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Social media is making children regress to the mentality of 
three-year-olds, says top brain scientist. Employers grapple with screening 
job applicants’ online personas, including years-old tweets. European 
authorities fined Google a record $5.1 billion for abusing its power in the 
mobile phone market and ordered the company to alter its practices.

arts 08/09/18 15 Morning AFeatured interviews Jill and Jesse are back from this year’s Lollapalooza. This morning you’ll 
hear conversations with G Herbo, Valee, and Emeila Ali.

arts 08/09/18 15 Morning AStreet art Prolific street artist Sent Rock is hosting an exhibition this weekend at 
Galerie F on Milwaukee. This morning Sent Rock joins the Amp to talk 
about the event.

arts 08/10/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop: Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior Hip Hop 
correspondent Gabe Mendoza comes to the table with a review of Travis 
Scott’s new album Astroworld. Find out if its fuego, mild sauce, or 

community 08/10/18 15 Morning AHouse music This weekend is the third annual My House Music Festival, a FREE two-
day music experience celebrating the origins and growth of House Music. 
This year's festival runs on August 11-12 from 12-9:30 pm in Pilsen. This 
morning Fernando Nieto joins the Amp to talk about the fest.

arts 08/10/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
is in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office. As usual he’ll also talk about new releases and 

community 08/13/18 15 Morning APoetry Slam In-studio is Mojdeh Stoakley, Director of National Poetry Slam in Chicago. 
This year’s festival takes place 8/13 - 8/18 at multiple venues in Wicker 
Park, Hyde Park, and Downtown with Finals taking place at the UIC 
Forum on Saturday 8/18.

social medi 08/13/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. West Virginia to offer mobile block chain voting app for 
overseas voters in November election. Uber, Lyft, and Air BnB have been 
hit with a cap from New York City Officials. Your brain on drama: what 
social media means for your personal growth
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arts 08/14/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Erzulie (pronounced ah-zih-lee) is a 5-piece Chicago jazz metal band 
inspired by Haitian voodoo, Panamanian folklore, and urban grit. They 
blend trash metal, Latin jazz, indie rock and blues to generate raw 
melodies. Jill Hopkins spoke with the band about their music and album, 
AudioHex: Bad Blood Saga EP.

technology 08/14/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Mike will tell us how to stop Google from tracking your 
location. A team of Nigerian schoolgirls won a top Silicon Valley prize for a 
fake-drug detector. App of the Week: Stationhead - Raekwon says his 
social radio app Stationhead will change the world

arts 08/16/18 15 Morning ACitizen Illegal José Olivarez is the son of Mexican immigrants, the co-author of the book 
of poems Home Court, and the co-host of the poetry podcast, The Poetry 
Gods.  He is a graduate of Harvard University and the Marketing Manager 
at Young Chicago Authors. In his solo debut, Citizen Illegal, Olivares 
explores the stories, contradictions, joys, and sorrows that embody life in 
the spaces between Mexico and America. Jesse Menendez spoke with 
Olivarez about his new work.

arts 08/16/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and joins the 
Amp to preview tonight’s show which pays tribute to the Queen of Soul 
Aretha Franklin and celebrates her contribution to the culture.

arts 08/16/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Tasha is a singer, poet, and Black queer organizer from Chicago, IL. The 
multi-talented artist first made waves with her poignant debut release 
Divine Love. Armed with an electric guitar, Tasha seamlessly incorporates 
poetry into her sets; speaking on Black joy, self-love, and radical softness. 
Jesse Menendez spoke with Tasha about her music, activism, and her 

arts 08/17/18 45 Morning AAll hail the Queen Yesterday, the world lost the Queen of soul Aretha Franklin. She was just 
76 years young. This morning The Amp is opening up the phone lines to 
allow listeners to share their thoughts on the passing of the legendary 

arts 08/17/18 15 Morning AOye como va Sandra Trevino is the Founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the 
city’s leading resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She drops in 
this morning to talk about the impact Aretha Franklin has had on Latin 
Alternative music.

arts 08/17/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
in studio this week and Matt Fagerholm, Assistant Editor at 
RogerEbert.com and the Publisher of Indie Outlook, joins Reggie on the 
line to talk about how Aretha Franklin’s only movie role helped shape the 
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community 08/20/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city of 
neighborhoods and communities. Within each community you’ll find 
individuals providing leadership and creating supportive spaces. This 
month we tip our proverbial cap to those serving as educators and 
mentors to this great city of ours. This morning you’ll hear from Vanessa 
Sanchez, the director of Yollocalli Arts Reach, the youth initiative of the 
National Museum of Mexican art. She’s also a practicing artist, music 

social medi 08/20/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. SWIPE LEFT! Several current and former Tinder executives 
have filed a $2 billion lawsuit against the parent companies of the dating 
app. Leading content network company Revcontent has announced that it 
is working with the Poynter Institute’s International Fact Checking Network 
to punish publishers that spread misinformation. This past week, 
Facebook announced a huge fundraising milestone. Facebook said that 
people raised over $300 million for the causes that they care about 
through the birthday fundraiser feature built into the social network.

community 08/21/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city of 
neighborhoods and communities. Within each community you’ll find 
individuals providing leadership and creating supportive spaces. This 
month we tip our proverbial cap to those serving as educators and 
mentors to this great city of ours. This morning you’ll hear from Luis 
Crespo Director of Youth Programming Chicago for Collaboraction, non-
profit arts organization that is committed to the power of theatre and art to 
cultivate empathy, knowledge, dialogue and action for the betterment of 

technology 08/21/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Streaming TV services are now used by 5 percent of US 
households with Wi-Fi. Walmart is looking into making your shopping 
experience more robust through virtual reality. App of the Week: HiHello 
allows you to seamlessly share with the people you meet.
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community 08/22/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city of 
neighborhoods and communities. Within each community you’ll find 
individuals providing leadership and creating supportive spaces. This 
month we tip our proverbial cap to those serving as educators and 
mentors to this great city of ours. This morning you’ll hear from Ray 
Salazar. Ray Salazar has been an English teacher in the Chicago Public 
Schools since 1995 and he blogs about education on The White Rhino 

arts 08/22/18 20 Morning AFeatured interview Chicago’s Liberty Jones's creates music in the vein of Sharon Jones, Billie 
Holiday, Nina Simone, Aretha Franklin along with hints of Anita Baker and 
Diana Ross. Her songwriting style is filled with power, passion, depth, and 
messages that resonate with the soul, spirit, and mind. Her goal is to 
connect with love, teach, liberate, empower, and relate to her audience 
through her music and any creative expression or project that she 
produces. Jesse Menendez spoke with Liberty Jones about her debut EP 

community 08/23/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city of 
neighborhoods and communities. Within each community you’ll find 
individuals providing leadership and creating supportive spaces. This 
month we tip our proverbial cap to those serving as educators and 
mentors to this great city of ours. This morning, you’ll hear from Add 2, Hip 
Hop artists and youth mentor at Haven Studio. Haven Studio aims to build 
confidence within each student through music, mentorship, and 
community service. Each week students not only create music but they 
also take part in community improvement projects and team building field 
trips. The program is meant to be a safe environment for at-risk young 
people who come together to make their community a safer place for 

arts 08/23/18 15 Morning AMelanin voices Melanin Voices is a performance collective series of poetry and live 
literature purposed to showcase the local, unsung voices in literature and 
highlight the narratives illuminated from their writings. Audiences will be 
taken on a poetic journey through the work of the collective. The theme of 
this year’s show series is “The Black and Latinx Connection”. Audiences 
will be taken on a poetic journey to uncover the sociopolitical parallel 
narratives between the Black and Latinx community. Glenance Green is 
the founder of A g Thing, which presents Melanin Voices, and Kim 
Chayeb is a passionate pisces, political pantheist, and poetic performer in 
the Melanin Voices Collective. They join the Amp to talk about this 
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arts 08/24/18 15 Morning AVillapalooza The Little village Music Festival, is dedicated to promoting non-violent 
spaces for arts, culture, and community engagement. We are able to 
accomplish this by convening community organizers, volunteers, 
educators, artists, youth, and other community stakeholders in the 
creation of the festival. Jesse Menendez spoke with Vanessa Sanchez, 
Vice President of Villapalooza, about this weekend’s free event.

community 08/24/18 15 Morning AThis is What Chicago Sou This week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city of 
neighborhoods and communities. Within each community you’ll find 
individuals providing leadership and creating supportive spaces. This 
month we tip our proverbial cap to those serving as educators and 
mentors to this great city of ours. This morning,  Tracy Baim is publisher 
and executive editor at Windy City Times, which she co-founded in 1985. 
In 2014, she was inducted into the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists 

arts 08/24/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
is in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office. As usual he’ll also talk about new releases and 

arts 08/27/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Chicago Hip Hop artist Rich Jones is riding the success of a string of 
eclectic releases. Now the versatile artist is back with a double shot of 
wavy with stand-alone tracks Dangerous and Rainy Days. This morning 
Rich Jones joins the Amp in studio.

arts 08/27/18 15 Morning AThe Five Heartbeats In  1990, actor, comedian, writer and director, Robert Townsend, went 
against every obstacle in Hollywood, relying on his faith, street smarts, 
and tenacity to bring his passion project, 1991’s The Five Heartbeats, to 
big screens. The Motown-flavored story of the rise and fall of an African-
American vocal group in the 1960s, the musical drama is the subject of 
Townsend’s documentary, Making The Five Heartbeats. The documentary 
chronicles the inspiring journey of a young black writer/director determined 
to present a new image of black people in cinema while endeavoring to 
create a classic. Reclaimed Soul’s Ayana Contreras recently spoke with 
Actor, Director, and Chicago native Robert Townsend. They talked about 
the making of his classic film, The Five Heartbeats, the struggle for 
filmmakers of color, and how his upbringing on the West Side of Chicago 
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social medi 08/27/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Facebook has begun to assign its users a reputation score, 
predicting their trustworthiness on a scale from zero to 10. What is the 
Digital Economy Act? The new bill, which passed into law last year with 
little fanfare, covers a wide range of issues governing media regulation 
and access to online content. The Chicago Board of Education last week 
approved sweeping requirements that govern how students and staff 
communicate with each other online, even as board members expressed 
concern about the need to train workers and kids on the new rules.

arts 08/28/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview These days, Chicago is an undeniable force in Hip Hop music and culture. 
Oak Park native Rich Robbins is the latest talented artist to emerge from 
the area. Jesse Menendez spoke with Rich about his current album Red 
Butterfly and the experiences that informed the project.

technology 08/28/18 45 Morning ATech talk: Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Apple to launch three new iPhones, Watch with larger screen, 
updated iPad Pros. New details emerge about Disney's streaming service, 
which will have less (and cost less) than Netflix. And the Product of the 
Week: LogicInk - Programmable 'tattoos' that visually transform to inform 

arts 08/29/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Reclaimed Soul, which airs right here on 
Vocalo at 8pm on Thurdays and 8am on Sundays. This week, she drops 
in for her weekly preview of the show and takes us on a journey down the 
river of soul. This week, we're talking about the Dells, and hear a bit of her 
conversation with Robert Townsend, the director of the iconic film, "The 

arts 08/29/18 15 Morning AFeatured Interview The web series PinkSlipped follows the lives of three Latinx best friends 
all on the verge of losing their jobs with a focus the themes of tokenism, 
equal pay and immigration. The show has gained steam and the trailer 
alone has a reach of over 20k+ and over 12k+ views on Facebook. 
Joining us in the studio today is Jacqueline Priego,  the writer, creator, co-
director, and one of the stars of Pink Slipped.
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community 08/30/18 15 Morning AThe Robeson Project In the Fall of 2017, it was announced that all four of the last remaining 
Englewood neighborhood high schools would be closing. Three of them 
will be dissolved over the next three years, but Paul Robeson High School,
which opened in 1977, had its last day of school on Tuesday, June 19. It 
will be demolished to make way for a new, $85-million high school. For the 
past six months, we at South Side Weekly Radio—Erisa Apantaku, Olivia 
Obineme, Bridget Vaughn, and Bridget Newsham—have been collecting 
memories and experiences from former students, teachers, staff 
members, parents, and community members. In an hour of radio, we take 
you through those four decades of Robeson history, through the stories of 
people from the Robeson community. Jesse Menendez spoke with 
members of the Robeson Project about their audio doc.

social justic08/30/18 45 Morning APeace Council Whitney Capps is a leadership and team effectiveness coach. She is a 
freelance post-secondary counselor and an associate with Clearspace, 
LLC and she is the co-creator and host of two podcasts: Art Break and 
Split the Difference. Claudia Garcia-Rojas is a Chicago based activist and 
writer. She is co-director of the Chicago Taskforce on Violence Against 
Girls and Young Women and a doctoral candidate in the Department of 
Black studies at Northwestern University where she is currently finishing a 
dissertation that examines the national security paradigm. This morning 
we discuss the men outed by the #MeToo movement and two years after 
she fatally shot an unarmed black man in Tulsa, Betty Jo Shelby, now a 
police officer in an adjacent county, is teaching a course on how to 
“survive such events” — legally, emotionally and physically. Let’s discuss.

arts 08/31/18 15 Morning AOye como va Sandra Trevino is the Founder and editor of Enchufate.com, one of the 
city’s leading resources for Latin Alternative music and news. She drops in 
this morning to talk about the impact Aretha Franklin has had on Latin 
Alternative music.

arts 08/31/18 15 Morning AThe Peoples Karaoke Chicago comes together through karaoke to celebrate the variety of 
musical experiences embodied by all of our neighbors. This one day 
festival organized by the People's Stage karaoke with Pablo Serrano in 
the Pilsen neighborhood will feature karaoke on a fantastic stage all day 
long, along with food vendors. This morning, Pable Serrano

arts 08/31/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office.

arts 09/04/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview D. Bess is a one-man band who loops all of his 
reggae/ska/soul/funk/blues/hip-hop sounds live. On his latest, "Man vs. 
Bear", he works with the legend Toots Hibbert from Toots and the 
Maytals. Today, we hear his conversation with Jill Hopkins.
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community 09/04/18 15 Morning AWLUW 40th Anniversary Former Vocalo Super Intern Kaylie Plouch is on the phone to tell us about 
Loyola University's student-run station WLUW's 40th anniversary concert 
on 9/7, with local bands Deeper, The Slaps, and more.

technology 09/04/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk. Facebook has reportedly targeted LGBTQ users with “Gay 
Cure” ads. Twitter's CEO personally weighed in on company's handling of 
Alex Jones, Richard Spencer accounts. And, the App of the Week is 
called Papa. This app lets seniors book “grandkids on demand”

arts 09/05/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul. This morning, 
she’s previews tomorrow night’s show where, as always, she is your tour 
guide down the river of Soul.

feminism 09/05/18 45 Morning AThe Council of Feminist T Whitney Capps is a leadership and team effectiveness coach. She is a 
freelance post-secondary counselor and an associate with Clearspace, 
LLC and she is the co-creator and host of two podcasts: Art Break and 
Split the Difference. Ashley Tribble is the host of the podcast P Power 
Radio, facilitator for the monthly womyn's panel "Chit Chat" which is 
hosted by the Cliché Collective and she’s a resident artist at AMFM. This 
morning the CoFT is the #ArethaHomegoing edition. We're discussing 
one reverend's decision to shame single mothers during the eulogy for a 
single mother (who just happened to be the Queen of Soul), and a pastor 
who couldn't keep his hands to himself, even on the pulpit.

politics 09/06/18 15 Morning AWBEZ Collaboration The announcement by Mayor Rahm Emmanuel sent shock waves through 
the city, and cracked February's election wide open. There are the 
questions of "What's next for the exiting mayor?", "Will there be even 
more names on the ballot than the eleven already there?", and "Is there 
more to this decision that meets the eye?" Joining us in the studio to help 
find answers are WBEZ Politics Reporters Becky Vevea and Tony Arnold. 
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social justic09/06/18 15 Morning ADeRay McKesson In August 2014, following the fatal shooting death of Michael Brown by a 
white police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, DeRay Mckesson took to the 
streets in protest of police violence. He joined up with what went on to 
become the Black Lives Matter movement. Mckesson—with his signature 
blue vest - became one of the most recognizable faces of the growing 
action, and is now a formidable civil rights activist, community organizer, 
and he’s the host of Crooked Media’s podcast Pod Save the People. His 
first book, “On the Other Side of Freedom” is a timely exploration of social 
justice, race, and politics, delivered by someone with an insider's point of 
view. As we wait for jury selection in Chicago for the trial of Jason Van 
Dyke, the police officer who shot and killed LaQuan McDonald the same 
year Mike Brown met the same fate, that exploration is as relevant as 

arts 09/06/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Calid B. is a Chicago based producer/emcee that is pioneering his own 
sound in which he describes as "Afrobang." The energy behind Afrobang 
fuses together contemporary hip hop production elements like trap drums, 
synths, and 808s with the tribal percussions and chants from west Africa. 
However, Afrobang is more than music - it is a necessary culture and a 
community that Calid plans on cultivating. Afrobang Vol. 3000 is the first 
EP of a series that Calid B. plans to release. Jesse Menendez sat down 
with Calid B to talk about the record and the concept. 

arts 09/07/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop Vocalo’s very own swag master general and senior Hip Hop 
correspondent Gabe Mendoza comes to the table with a review of 
Eminem's newest album, "Kamikaze." Find out if its fuego, mild sauce, or 

community 09/07/18 15 Morning ASouth Side "I Do": This Sunday, September 9, from 12-4, is the South Side ‘I Do’ Hyde Park 
Wedding Stroll in Hyde Park. It brings together 35+ South Side wedding 
venues and vendors with everything couples need to plan their big day. 
We're giving away tickets to the big day where you can plan your big day.

arts 09/07/18 15 Morning AThe Breaks After a successful debut in 2017, The Break Music Festival returns to the 
Chicagoland area on Saturday, September 8 at Toyota Park. By A Thread 
Presents The Breaks Vol. II is an all-ages music event that will feature 
both classic hip-hop artists and newly emerging emcees, bringing multiple 
generations of fans together for one memorable show. The Wu tang Clan 
headlines the event! Co-Founder and Co-Owner of The Breaks, Chris 
Figgy, joins Jill to talk about the festival.

arts 09/07/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent and 
is in studio this week to discuss which movies were winners at last 
weekend’s box office. We'll also discuss new films "The Nun", and 
"Peppermint.", and the career of the late *in Blanche Devereaux  voice* 
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arts 09/10/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview In Night Moves, Jessica Hopper chronicles her time as a DJ, living in 
decrepit punk houses, biking to bad loft parties with her friends, exploring 
Chicago deep into the night. And, along the way, she creates an homage 
to vibrant corners of the city that have been muted by sleek development. 
A book birthed in the amber glow of Chicago streetlamps, Night Moves is 
about a transformative moment of cultural history—and how a raw, 
rebellious writer found her voice. Jill Hopkins spoke with Jessica about her 

social medi 09/10/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Instagram has made the process of getting verified much 
easier. Instagram accounts that have a large following will be able to 
request for verification directly by filling out a form. U.S. President Donald 
Trump on Tuesday unblocked some additional Twitter users after a 
federal judge in May said preventing people from following him violated 
individuals constitutional rights. Facebook chief operating officer and 
Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey testified in front of lawmakers this past week 
about how both platforms are now in a better place for battling election 

arts 09/11/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview Blnk Haus Gallery is a collaborative group of professional artists, curators, 
teachers and healers. Blnk aims to explore, discover, showcase, and 
promote artists primarily in Chicago; while providing a platform for 
emerging multifaceted artists to cultivate and grow their potential for their 
careers as professionals. Jill Hopkins spoke with Rachel Lechocki and 
Andrew Rehs about their gallery and upcoming exhibit.

technology 09/11/18 45 Morning ATech talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 

arts 09/12/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul and joins the 
Amp to preview Thursday’s Reclaimed Soul Live show at Promontory 

arts 09/12/18 15 Morning AFeatured interview In her new book, My Own Devices: True Stories from the Road on Music, 
Science, and Senseless Love, Dessa gives an uncompromising and 
candid account of a life in motion, in music, and in love. Jesse Menendez 
spoke with Dessa about her new work.
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arts 09/13/18 15 Morning A96 Acres Radioactive is a series of community-engaged radio/visual broadcasts 
located between the largest architecture of Chicago’s West Side, the 
Cook County Department of Corrections, and the working-class residential 
area of the Lawndale communities. This morning, María Gaspar, Lead 
artist of Radioactive and Assistant Professor at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago, Michael De Anda Muñiz, co-instructor of Radioactive, 
PhD Candidate in Sociology at UIC, Rahmon Ali, Radioactive Ensemble 
member and Alexander Soto, Radioactive Ensemble member and artist 
join the Amp to talk about the project.

social justic09/13/18 45 Morning APeace Council Exavier Pope is host of the Suit UP Podcast, a sports legal analyst, and 
an award winning sports and entertainment attorney. Evan F Moore is a 
Digital Content Producer-News at the Chicago Sun-Times. Evan is a 
Chicago based journalist who has written for publications such as Rolling 
Stone.com and DNA Info Chicago. He covers sports, politics, race and 
culture.  Both men make up today’s Peace Council. We’ll discuss the U.S 
Open match where Serena Williams engaged in a  series of verbal 
altercations with chair umpire Carlos Ramos, which eventually lead to her 
being handed a game penalty. We’ll also talk about Nike’s ad campaign 
which features former NFL QB and activist Colin Kaepernick.

community 09/17/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we feature 
members of the Latix community doing good things in this city. This 
morning you’ll hear from Olga Bautista, an environmental and social 
justice activist and community organizer with Southeast Environmental 
Task Force. She is a founding member of Chicago’s Southeast Side 

social medi 09/17/18 45 Morning AHashtag Curtis Shaw Flagg is the operations manager at Laugh Factory Chicago, 
and the Director of Marketing for Open Books. He’s also Vocalo’s senior 
social media correspondent and brings us trending news from the web 
and beyond. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg recently wrote a note about 
how the company is preparing to defend against potential election 
interference issues. During hearings on Capitol Hill, Senate and House 
Republicans and Democrats applauded efforts by Facebook and Twitter 
to root out foreign election meddling. But they warned that regulation may 
loom for social media companies, which are largely unfettered by the 
kinds of rules that govern other large consumer companies.
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community 09/18/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo vignette features the voices and perspectives of people who 
contribute to our city’s rich cultural diversity. This month we feature 
members of the Latix community doing good things in this city. This 
morning you’ll hear from Dulce Maria Diaz, a Chicago based intuitive, self-
taught Mexican artist and a producer at CAN T.V., where she hosts her 
television hotline, The S.H.E. Gallery Show, where she introduces local 
resources of inspiration, primarily artists and entrepreneurs.

arts 09/18/18 15 Morning AFeatured Interview THE AREA is a documentary about corporate cronyism and displacement 
on the South Side of Chicago. And it tells the story of Englewood resident 
Deborah Payne, one of hundreds of homeowners who were forced out of 
the neighborhood while Norfolk Southern Railway bought up, home-by-
home, 85 acres of property to expand its freight terminal. The result? Tens 
of thousands of trains and trucks going through the community every day, 
increasing pollution and traffic, but also boosting the economic worth of 
the area. Joining us in the Vocalo studio, Deborah Payne,co-producer and 
protagonist of The Area.

technology 09/18/18 45 Morning ATech Talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 

community 09/19/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo segment features the voices and people who contribute to our 
city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city known for its it creative 
community of artists, activists and influencers. This month we celebrate 
Hispanic Heritage Month by highlighting Latinx people making an impact 
in their respective communities. Today, you’ll hear from comedian Abi 
Sanchez, a Chicago native with Puerto Rican roots who's comedy is 

arts 09/19/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul. This morning, 
she’s previews tomorrow night’s show which features a deep dive into 
some of Ayana favorite soul artists like Arnold Blair, Maurice Jackson, and 

arts 09/19/18 15 Morning AYAS! Fest Mayor Emanuel and the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and 
Special Events announced the daylong YAS! Fest, happening on 
Saturday, September 22. The event will feature the work of THOUSANDS 
of Chicago's most promising artists - dance, visual art, spoken word, 
music, and it's free and open to the public. Joining us in the studio, Mark 
Kelly, Commissioner of Chicago's Department of Cultural Affairs and 
Special Events, and youth performers Vincent Molden, and Nia Parke.
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feminism 09/19/18 45 Morning ACouncil of Feminist ThougVeronica Arreola is the Director of the UIC Women in Science & 
Engineering Program and the woman behind the blog, Viva la Feminista. 
Claudia Garcia-Rojas is a Chicago based activist and writer. She is co-
director of the Chicago Taskforce on Violence Against Girls and Young 
Women and a doctoral candidate in the Department of Black studies at 
Northwestern University where she is currently finishing a dissertation that 
examines the national security paradigm. This morning, we discuss the 
sexual assault allegations levied against Supreme Court nominee Brett 
Kavanaugh, and the notion that boys will be boys. We'll also take a look at 
the recent split between #MeToo activists and Harvey Weinstein assault 

community 09/20/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo segment features the voices and people who contribute to our 
city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city known for its it creative 
community of artists, activists and influencers. This month we celebrate 
Hispanic Heritage Month by highlighting Latinx people making an impact 
in their respective communities. Today, you’ll hear from Thelma Uranga, a 
Chicago‐based artist and self-described Juana of all trades. She is the 
Communications and Development Manager at the National Museum of 
Mexican Art and the owner of Rowdy Corazón, an online Etsy shop that 
sells unique handmade gifts and accessories with a cultural twist.

arts 09/20/18 15 Morning AFolded Maps Chicago is known as one of the most segregated cities in the country — 
and that disconnect can sow prejudice, fear, and misunderstandings. 
Photographer Tonika Johnson decided to explore that segregation 
through the  “Folded Map” project that brings people from opposite ends 
of the same street, in different neighborhoods, to meet and get to know 
one another. Joining us in the studio this morning to talk about the project 
and what’s next for Folded Maps, is Tonika Johnson.

arts 09/20/18 15 Morning AFeatured Interview Jesse Menendez spoke to impossible to categorize Chicago rock band 
Blacker Face, and you'll get aquanted with them ahead of their show on 
Oct 1 at the Emporium in Wicker Park.

community 09/21/18 15 Morning AThis Is What Chicago SouThis week, we continue our This Is What Chicago Sounds Like series. 
The Vocalo segment features the voices and people who contribute to our 
city’s rich cultural diversity. Chicago is a city known for its it creative 
community of artists, activists and influencers. This month we celebrate 
Hispanic Heritage Month by highlighting Latinx people making an impact 
in their respective communities. Today, you’ll hear from Pablo Ramirez, co-
owner of Pilsen Outpost gallery , a multimedia artist that works with 
collage and plexiglass to create unique art, and a member of the ACT 
Collective - an organization that focuses on timely social justice-related 
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arts 09/21/18 15 Morning AAnd ya don’t stop Vocalo’s very own master of ceremonies, our senior Hip Hop 
correspondent Gabe Mendoza comes to the table with a review of 
Chicago MC Lupe Fiasco's newest album Drogas Wave. Find out if its 

arts 09/21/18 15 Morning AThis is Your Brain On BeeMr. and Mrs. Smith Comedy was created by married comedians Ramon 
Smith and Leah Eva to create smiles in the world through comedy.  The 
This is Your Brain on Beer Comedy Show  is where comedians perform 
two sets: a sober set and a second set after indulging in a few brews. The 
aim of the show is to see how the Comedian’s brain works  with libation 
and if they can handle being funny while inebriated. Or sober.

arts 09/21/18 45 Morning AThe Reel Critic Reggie “The Reel Critic” Ponder is Vocalo’s senior film correspondent. 
Matt Fagerholm is the Assistant Editor at RogerEbert.com and the 
Publisher of Indie Outlook. Together, they will talk about box office 
numbers, new releases, Lady Gaga in A Star Is Born, the new trailer for 
Disney's Mary Poppins sequel (that's a weird phrase), and the 70mm film 

arts 09/25/18 15 Morning ALive From Studio 10: Chicago Rock and Soul band The O’My’s have recently released their new 
album Tomorrow which finds band leaders Nick and Maceo at their most 
laid back, reflective and direct. The band took a collaborative approach to 
writing and arranging the album and focused on what they say are the 
most distinctive elements that make up The O’My’s sound, namely, Nick’s 
piano playing and Maceo’s voice and guitar. We’re excited to welcome the 
duo in our studio for a stripped down and intimate set of those core O’My’s 
elements – piano, voice and guitar. Today, you'll hear a preview of their 
LFS10 full session, and a bit of their conversation with Jesse Menendez.

technology 09/25/18 45 Morning ATech Talk Mike McGee is Director of Programs at CodeNow, a non-profit 
transforming underrepresented youth into coders, designers and product 
managers.  He is also our senior tech correspondent bringing us the latest 
in tech talk.  Today, we'll learn about Snapchat's new camera that'll let you 
easily shop on Amazon, Sirius XM's purchase of Pandora, and the App of 
the Week! DRYP will help you fake having a green thumb. And, we're 
giving away tickets to the O'My's show at the Park West this Friday!

arts 09/26/18 15 Morning ADestinos: The Chicago Int. Latino Theater Festival is back for its second year, and is 
currently running until Nov. 4th across several marquee theaters including 
Chicago Shakespeare, Goodman, Victory Gardens, Teatro Vista and 
many others. The festival features cutting-edge artists and companies 
from Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Argentina, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Mexico and Puerto Rico Joining us in studio are Sara Carranza and 
Christine Perez, from the Chicago Latino Theater Alliance.

arts 09/26/18 15 Morning AReclaimed Soul: Ayana Contreras is the host of Vocalo’s Reclaimed Soul. This morning, 
she’s previews tomorrow night’s show where, as always, she is your tour 
guide down the river of Soul. 
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arts 09/26/18 15 Morning AICUQTS The International Chicago Underground Queer Transcendence 
Symposium is an all ages interdisciplinary art and community festival 
celebrating creative cultural engagement with local and international queer 
communities through exhibition and curation of visual art, installations, 
performance art, music, speakers, workshops, community organizations, 
and vendors in Chicago on September 29 & 30, 2018. Joining us in studio 
are Co-Founders Natalie Murillo and Jacquelyn Carmen Guerrero to talk 
about this year's symposium and they're looking to bring with it to Chicago 
and all the artists and events that are booked as part of it.
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